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6. The game continues with each 
player taking a turn.

7. “Ice Cream” cards are used as 
wild cards to complete a 4-card 
set. 

8. “Ice Cream” cards can only be 
earned if the student says “ice 
Cream” before any other 
student. Whichever student says 
“Ice Cream” first gets to keep 
it.

9. When all the students have had 
their turn, 4 more cards are dealt 
face down in front of each 
student again. 

10.The game ends when all the 
cards have been distributed. The 
student with the most sets wins.  

                  Ice Cream

1.  Place 4 cards face down in 
front of each student.

2. Turn over each card for the 
student to say.

3. Student keeps the cards said 
correctly to make matching sets 
(by matching the ice cream 
symbols in the corner of the 
cards-4 cards to a set

4. The student loses a turn when a 
“Melt” card appears, unless he/
she can say “Melt” before any 
other student.

5. The student’s turn ends when 
the 4th card is turned up and said 
correctly, or when #4 occurs.



a beautiful princessvery embarrassed

a brave soldier

a reading superheroCinderella at the ball



a sharp pencil

a happy sailorblue roller skates a ham sandwich underwater seaweed

ride the busa round baseball at the desk



what a surprise a little slugger a Maine moose

beach surfing Vermont maple syrup a pair of sunglasses a baby seahorse

a quick mouse



 a little bit scaredtwo furry puppets bit by a mosquito

a tiny little spoon    write a question a frozen icicle a pair of green dice

a new soccer ball



a pepperoni pizzaa blue circus tent behind the fence

a brand new scooterthe shy starfish two playful cats a compass for hiking

a cup of orange juice



one orange sock

a nice nurse

a green dinosaur my favorite restaurant

a bar of blue soap a little red schoolhouse the penguin’s blue scarf

 a friendly rooster



three donuts

a new bicycle a salt shaker 

an Arizona cactus blow the whistle

a pink sofa a leafy salad

a turquoise motorcycle



a bunch of grapesa large purse the hidden castle
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